
00:11:00	 Megan Chambers:	 I love these sessions!


00:11:34	 Jessica Johnson:	 Ditto!


00:11:47	 Jessica Johnson:	 Just Jess :)


00:12:51	 Megan Chambers:	 I have a question about how you got started in your 
practice - how did you get your first clients?


00:13:07	 Jessica Johnson:	 Naomi, its telling me I can’t unmute myself


00:14:15	 Rachel COLEMAN:	 same


00:15:06	 helenepulnik@hotmail.com:	 Are the case studies published?


00:15:35	 Angela Acosta:	 https://www.efttappingtraining.com/five-things-never-do-
as-an-eft-practitioner/


00:15:47	 helenepulnik@hotmail.com:	 Thank you Angela!


00:18:28	 Angela Acosta:	 Sure thing!


00:19:14	 Jessica Johnson:	 I just took a risk management course


00:19:45	 Jessica Johnson:	 It was fantastic and now I have a risk management 
consultant because it was also a little terrifying


00:22:02	 helenepulnik@hotmail.com:	 That is true, as a licensed Naturopathic Physician, I 
cannot say the word “cure” in relation to any type of treatment I offer.


00:33:26	 Angela Acosta:	 Client led!


00:41:34	 Megan Chambers:	 I think this is where intuition comes in - you suss them out 
and see where they're at and proceed from there.


00:43:46	 Jessica Johnson:	 Do we have an hour r 1.5 for this?


00:44:47	 Rachel COLEMAN:	 The whole point is to get in and clear the emotion….


00:45:09	 Jessica Johnson:	 I researched both to see which would be a better fit for 
me... so glad I went with EFTU!


00:47:43	 Megan Chambers:	 I've had sessions with practitioners not trained by EFTU 
and they're not as good as our people. I think Clinical EFT is amazing!


00:48:49	 Megan Chambers:	 Irene Lyon is very good for trauma - lots of good stuff on 
YouTube


00:49:04	 Jessica Johnson:	 Megan: Agreed!!


00:49:50	 Jessica Johnson:	 Louise Sage/Tap Into WellBeing is who I am also working 
with and I love her!


00:50:37	 Megan Chambers:	 Yep, she's good :)


00:59:27	 Angela Acosta:	 That sounds great! Thank you!




01:01:35	 Jessica Johnson:	 sure! We can have more discussion in our mentoring 
WhatApp group, too :)


01:01:52	 Jessica Johnson:	 I have some questions about testing methods before we 
go


01:05:15	 Megan Chambers:	 I love it when people forget what their problem was and it 
was a big deal 


01:07:41	 Elizabeth Thuan:	 Australia has a National Code applicable to all non-
medical practitioners. Need to say we are coaches to avid being responsible to complaints 
commissioners in each state. Useful set of rules evolved in consultation with practitioners. 
Scope of practice is our best line of defence - trained to do what I do.


01:08:16	 Megan Chambers:	 Do you know what the national code is called Elizabeth?


01:11:05	 Jessica Johnson:	 I love potty humor


01:12:06	 Stephanie Wiand:	 Naomi, do you foresee EFT becoming regulated at some 
point?


01:12:36	 Megan Chambers:	 I'm keen to hear about what you did at the beginning of 
setting up your practice to get clients.


01:13:03	 Jessica Johnson:	 I’d also love to know how many hours per day/week you 
spend doing individual sessions with clients


01:14:30	 Elizabeth Thuan:	 https://www.coaghealthcouncil.gov.au/
NationalCodeOfConductForHealthCareWorkers


01:14:57	 Rachel COLEMAN:	 Thanks, Elizabeth.


01:15:14	 Megan Chambers:	 Thanks Elizabeth


01:15:27	 Angela Acosta:	 Thank you Elizabeth!


01:15:45	 Stephanie Wiand:	 If time, can you review the visual cues that let you know a 
client is having an “abreaction”?


01:17:52	 Jessica Johnson:	 I would also say meetup. and join coaching groups/pages 
and get involved with them


01:19:38	 Jessica Johnson:	 As a niche coach, I focus on what I will get people... EFT 
is the vehicle I use to help them, but I don’t need to advertise the vehicle, just the RESULT


01:20:34	 Jessica Johnson:	 I cant figure out how to use Tik Tok


01:21:05	 Rachel COLEMAN:	 You have to create the space….


01:21:16	 Jessica Johnson:	 When we get out of lockdown, I plan on pitching myself to 
crystal shops, gyms, acupuncture offices


01:21:43	 Jessica Johnson:	 Whatever will seem to have a following to be open to EFT




01:24:07	 Jessica Johnson:	 I never want to go back to that


01:24:18	 Jessica Johnson:	 it’s why I want to work for myself


01:31:56	 Jessica Johnson:	 So basically, leave that blank unless we collapsed 
someting


01:32:05	 Jessica Johnson:	 SUD/VOC s implied?


01:32:10	 Jessica Johnson:	 . not ?


01:33:22	 Jessica Johnson:	 Um, new niche. Travel for free!


01:38:12	 Megan Chambers:	 Thanks Naomi! and everyone for your input


01:38:42	 Jessica Johnson:	 Great to see everyone! I’m sorry i I monopolized!


01:40:41	 Megan Chambers:	 I need to run - thanks Naomi, bye all


01:44:53	 Angela Acosta:	 Thank You!!!


01:45:12	 Kimberly Watson:	 Thank you everyone!!



